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ABSTRACT
Numerous schemes have been proposed to facilitate data collection
and provision in sensor networks, among which the Data-Centric
Storage (DCS) scheme is an energy-efficient solution and a popular
choice for many sensor network applications. However, since each
sensor node in the DCS system knows the locations of all storage
nodes, the DCS system is extremely vulnerable to security attacks
as asingle compromised sensor node will expose all the storage
locations to the adversary. To address this problem, we propose a
randomized storage concealment scheme along with a supplemen-
tary storage migration scheme. In the randomized storage conceal-
ment scheme, sensor nodes cooperate to forward data towardsthe
storage nodes without keeping explicit storage locations;instead,
each sensor node only maintains the IDs of its randomly-picked
next-hop nodes towards the storage nodes. This scheme increases
the difficulty significantly for the adversary to derive the storage
locations. Nevertheless, the protection provided by this scheme de-
grades gradually as more and more sensor nodes are compromised.
Hence, we further introduce astorage migration scheme to supple-
ment the randomized storage concealment scheme, which directs
the storage duties to migrate periodically among sensor nodes. Ex-
tensive analysis and simulations are conducted to show thatthe pro-
posed schemes can effectively protect the storage locationprivacy
with modestly added overhead.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the attractive capabilities of sensing harsh and hostile en-

vironments, generating fine-grained sensing data, as well as col-
lecting and provisioning data to remote users, sensor networks have
been widely-adopted for many applications such as wild-life mon-
itoring, military target tracking, battlefield surveillance, etc. These
applications often require the deployment of large-scale networks
to vast areas, which may generate a huge volume of sensing data.
This, together with the scarceness in resources and the hostility in
operational environments, necessitates the design of efficient and
secure data collection and dissemination schemes for large-scale
sensor networks.

In recent years, numerous schemes for data collection and dis-
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semination [5, 8–10, 12] have been proposed for sensor networks.
One simple approach is to let each sensor node transfer data to
a centralized server for long-term archival storage and theserver
is responsible for servicing queries from users [1]. This approach,
however, may incur high network cost for multi-hop data streaming
especially when the network scale is large. Alternatively,sensing
data may be stored locally at the sensor nodes. To enable users to
access the data of their interests, either data sources (i.e., sensor
nodes that generate data) or users need to flood their metadata or
queries [5,12]. Although optimization schemes exist to reduce the
cost, such approach could still be very expensive. Lying between
the aforementioned two types of approaches is a strategy called
Data-Centric Storage (DCS) [10]. One typical implementation of
DCS is based onGeographic Hash Table (GHT) [10], in which
each data item is given a name [3] and a hash function is applied on
the name to get a location for storing the data. The DCS strategy
enables distributed data storage within the network, whileallowing
direct data query without message flooding. Therefore, it ismore
efficient than the above two alternatives in many scenarios.The
DCS scheme has consequently become a popular choice for many
sensor network applications, and various DCS systems [8, 9]have
been developed.

Along with the improvement in energy efficiency, the DCS strat-
egy brings new security challenges that have not received adequate
attention in the past. Specifically, the DCS scheme requiresev-
ery sensor node aware of the locations of storage nodes for all
data types. Once attackers have captured a single sensor node, it
can obtain the data storage locations and may subsequently attack
the data-centric storage system by compromising storage nodes or
blocking communications between storage nodes and other sensor
nodes. Therefore, it is vital to prevent the locations of storage nodes
from being exposed to attackers, and to the best of our knowledge,
this problem has rarely been addressed before.

In this paper, we propose arandomized storage concealment
scheme along with a supplementarystorage migration scheme to
protect storage location privacy in the presence of sensor node com-
promises. In the randomized storage concealment scheme, infor-
mation relevant to storage locations is blurred in order to increase
the difficulty for attackers to infer the locations, which issimilar
to some prior work [2, 11]. However, one salient difference be-
tween our scheme and prior work is that, our scheme is designed
for the context of highly distributed and resource-constrained sen-
sor networks; to fit the context, our scheme is designed to be self-
organized andlightweight based on a novel application of random-
ization. Specifically, the proposed randomized storage conceal-
ment scheme does not require sensor nodes to keep the permanent
mapping between data types and storage locations. Instead,each
node only keeps partially-perturbed information about thestorage
nodes, i.e., IDs of next-hop nodes on randomly-selected paths to-
wards the storage nodes. This way, sensing data can still be for-
warded to the corresponding storage nodes via cooperation among
sensor nodes; meanwhile, due to the randomness in selectingthe



next-hop nodes, it becomes much more difficult for attackersto de-
rive the storage locations from the routing information captured in
compromised sensor nodes. However, it can be expected that the
protection provided by this scheme degrades gradually as more and
more sensor nodes are compromised; when a significantly large
number of sensor nodes have been compromised, attackers may
still be able to infer the storage locations. To address suchlimi-
tation, we further introduce astorage migration scheme to supple-
ment the randomized storage concealment scheme, which directs
the storage duties to migrate periodically among sensor nodes, and
migrations bring forth updates to the partial information stored at
individual sensor nodes. Analysis and simulation results verify that
the proposed schemes can enhance the storage location privacy sig-
nificantly with modestly added overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the system model. Section 3 describes, analyzes and evaluates the
storage concealment scheme. Section 4 introduces the storage mi-
gration scheme, and reports the analysis and evaluation results. The
paper concludes in Section 5.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
Network Assumptions The network assumptions are the same

as those of the DCS system [10]. Specifically, we consider a wire-
less sensor network with a network controller and a large number
of sensor nodes deployed to monitor a vast sensing field. These
nodes are aware of their own locations using GPS or certain inex-
pensive localization algorithms such as triangulation. Sensor nodes
generate sensing data periodically, and transfer and storethem at
designatedstorage nodes. Data items are classified according to
the application scenario, and data items of the same type arestored
at the corresponding storage nodes such that data queries can be di-
rected to the storage nodes instead of being flooded network-wide.
The mapping between data types and storage nodes can be imple-
mented by using a GHT-based scheme [10], which uses a one-way
hash functionH to map each data type to a specific location inside
the network, i.e.,H : D 7→ L, with D being the set of data types
andL being the set of locations. According to the hash function, a
data item of typed ∈ D should be stored at the sensor node closest
to the locationH(d) ∈ L. All the data types are pre-defined before
sensor nodes are deployed. We also assume that the clocks of all
sensor nodes are loosely synchronized, which is a prerequisite for
many distributed sensing applications.

Security Assumptions We assume that neighboring sensor nodes
can set up pair-wise keys using existing key management schemes
such as [14]. Each node and its trusted neighbors can establish
and maintain a cluster key to secure broadcast within the neigh-
borhood [14]. The network controller is trustworthy and cannot be
compromised. Moreover, we also assume that each sensor node
is trustworthy before deployment, and it takes non-trivialtime to
compromise a node; hence in practice, each sensor node is trust-
worthy within a short period after deployment. In fact, we discuss
an enhancement to our proposed scheme in the full version of this
paper [13], which can remove this assumption if sensor node de-
ployment knowledge is available.

Attack model This paper aims at protecting storage location
privacy in the DCS system, i.e., preventing attackers from obtain-
ing the storage locations. Generally, the attackers may obtain the
storage locations (1) from the relevant information storedat com-
promised sensor nodes, or (2) from monitoring the network traf-
fic to find out the traffic pattern (also known as traffic analysis).
Our proposed schemes focus on countering the first type of attacks,
which has been rarely studied in prior work. In addition, ourpro-
posed schemes can also mitigate the second type of attacks, when
they are deployed together with previously proposed trafficanalysis
countermeasures such as [6].

3. STORAGE CONCEALMENT

In the GHT-based implementation of the DCS system, each sen-
sor node keeps a hash functionH . Therefore, after the adversary
compromises a single node, it can obtain the locations of allstor-
age nodes easily and then launch the attacks. Concealing thestor-
age location information on sensor nodes is an attractive idea to
thwart this type of attacks, with which each sensor node onlykeeps
indirect information about the storage locations. With storage con-
cealment, the adversary needs to compromise a larger numberof
sensor nodes in order to derive the storage locations, whilesensing
data can still be forwarded to the corresponding storage nodes via
cooperation among sensor nodes.

In this section, we first briefly discuss two preliminary storage
concealment schemes, and then describe and evaluate a basicver-
sion of our proposed randomized storage concealment schemein
detail. Note that, we also propose several enhancements to the ba-
sic scheme to achieve a higher level of security, more flexibility in
node deployment, and better reliability. The enhancementscan be
found in the full version of this paper [13].

3.1 Preliminary Storage Concealment Schemes

3.1.1 Keeping Directions towards Storage Nodes
To conceal storage locations, a simple extension to the GHT-

based implementation of DCS is to let each sensor node keep the
directions towards the storage nodes instead of keepingH directly.
Specifically, after a node is deployed and has discovered itsloca-
tion, it keeps directions towards all storage nodes computed from
H . In practice, for each storage node, the direction associated with
it can be represented as an arbitrary point on the line that starts from
the sensor node itself and passes through the storage node. This ap-
proach, however, cannot tolerate two or more node compromises.
As shown in Figure 1(a), after two nodes (A and C) are compro-
mised, the location of the storage node (R) can be derived directly
from the directions stored at them.

3.1.2 Keeping Next-hop Nodes on the Shortest Paths
towards Storage Nodes

As a further extension to the GHT-based approach, each sensor
node may instead keep the next-hop nodes on the shortest paths
towards the storage nodes. The idea is detailed as follows: when
the sensor nodes are deployed in the sensing field, they discover
their neighbors; for each data type, every node obtains the location
of the corresponding storage node using the hash functionH , and
then chooses the neighbor that is closest to the storage nodeas the
next-hop forwarding node for that data type.

Figure 2 shows an example of the next-hop routing table main-
tained at each sensor node. Each entry in the table is a pair:〈type,
next nop〉, wheretype is the data type, andnext hop is the ID of
next-hop node to forward the data. For each data type, there is only
one entry in the table, and the table is empty prior to node deploy-
ment.

The transformation from the hash function to the next-hop rout-
ing table provides a higher level of storage location privacy than the
aforementioned direction-based scheme. However, this approach
becomes ineffective when two or more pairs of neighboring nodes
are compromised. As illustrated in Figure 1(b), the adversary com-
promises two pairs of neighboring nodes A, B and C, D, where B
and D are the next-hop nodes (towards the storage node R) chosen
by A and C, respectively. Note that, when the node density is high,
it is very likely that B is close to line AR and D is close to line
CR. Thus, the location of R may be approximated accurately by
the intersection of AB and CD.

3.2 The Proposed Randomized Storage Con-
cealment Scheme

To thwart the location inference attacks illustrated in Figure 1,
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we propose a randomized storage concealment scheme that intro-
duces randomness into the procedure of choosing next-hop nodes.
In this section, we describe the basic version of randomizedstor-
age concealment scheme, which is referred to asbasic scheme in
the rest of this paper, and follow with its data deliverability anal-
ysis, communication overhead analysis, security analysisand per-
formance evaluation.

3.2.1 Basic Scheme
After initial deployment, each sensor node discovers its neigh-

bors and chooses next-hop nodes based on the hash functionH ,
and then removesH immediately. However, different from the pre-
liminary scheme in Section 3.1.2, each sensor node does not always
choose the neighbor that is closest to the target storage node as the
next-hop node; instead, it selects the next-hop node randomly from
its neighbors as long as certain requirement is satisfied. The idea is
illustrated in Figure 3, where N is the sensor node, R is the target
storage node,λ is an angle bisected by line NR, and the dashed
circle surrounding N represents the communication range. Nran-
domly picks a neighbor within angleλ as its next-hop node for the
storage node R.λ is called theanonymous angle and is an impor-
tant parameter in the basic scheme. Obviously, the larger the λ
value, the more randomness is introduced into the scheme, but on
the other hand, ifλ is larger than a certain value, sensing data can
not be guaranteed to reach the target storage node. In the following,
we derive the upper bound forλ to guarantee data delivery.

Without loss of generality, consider the sensor node M in Fig-
ure 3, where M is picked by N as its next-hop forwarding node
towards the target storage node R. Letd1, d2, andd denote the
lengths of NM, MR, and NR, respectively, and let the communica-
tion range ber. We have

φ 6
λ

2
and d1 6 r. (1)

To ensure that data from N will eventually reach R, the following
condition must be satisfied:

d2 < d. (2)

Therefore, for sensor nodes outside the communication range of the
target storage node, i.e.,d > r, we have

∀φ 6
λ

2
, ∀d1 6 r, d2 < d

⇐⇒ ∀φ, ∀d1, d2
1 + d2

− 2 · d1 · d · cos φ < d2

⇐⇒ ∀φ, ∀d1, cos φ >
d1

2d

⇐⇒ min
φ

cos φ > max
d1

d1

2d

⇐⇒ cos
λ

2
>

1

2

⇐⇒ λ 6
2π

3
. (3)

In other words, the valid range ofλ is [0, 2π
3

], which is enforced in
the basic scheme.

For sensor nodes within the communication range of the target
storage node, i.e.,d 6 r, we adopt a one-hoppoint-to-me mes-
sage mechanism. Concretely, the storage node sends apoint-to-me
message to its one-hop neighbors. After receiving thepoint-to-me
message, the neighbor nodes set the storage node as its next hop in
its routing table. This mechanism can guarantee that any routing
path will eventually lead to the storage node if it can reach the sen-
sor nodes that are one-hop away from the storage node. We define
the circle covering these one-hop neighbors to the storage node as
thestorage circle.

The basic scheme provides a simple but effective approach for
protecting storage location privacy. However, this schememay not
work well under certain complicated scenarios such as (1) when
some sensor nodes are compromised shortly after deployment, (2)
when sensor nodes are not deployed at the same time, and (3) when
some sensor nodes cannot find their next-hop nodes successfully
due to coverage voids or node failures. To address these issues and
make the basic scheme to be more secure, flexible and reliable, we
will describe several enhancements to the basic scheme in [13].

3.2.2 Data Deliverability Analysis
The deliverability of data from any sensor node to any storage

node is stated in the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. In the basic randomized storage concealment scheme,
each data message from any sensor node will eventually be for-
warded to its target storage node.

PROOF. (refer to [13])

3.2.3 Communication Overhead Analysis
Based on the property of the basic scheme, we can derive the

upper bound of the hop count of the data forwarding path from
each sensor node to a storage location (denoted by R) as follows.
Suppose that the distance between the sensor node and R isd, the
communication range isr, and the minimum one-hop distance is
r′. First, we have a lemma as follows:

LEMMA 1. In the basic randomized storage concealment scheme,
the distance of a data message to the target storage node decreases
monotonically, and whend > 2r, whered is the distance between
the forwarding sensor node and the target storage node, andr is
the communication range, the distance decrement (∆d) at this for-
warding hop is at leastd −

√
r′2 + d2 − r′d.

PROOF. (refer to [13])

Now, let’s consider the following three cases:

(i) d 6 r: In this case, the sensor node is within the storage
circle. So, the hop count is simply one.
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(ii) r < d < 2r: In this case, the sensor node is within a donut
area around the storage node, which is shown as the shaded
region in Figure 4. Let N2 be the average number of sen-
sor nodes within such donut area. According to our con-
cealment scheme, the distance of a data message to the stor-
age node decreases monotonically along the forwarding path.
Therefore, the message will never be forwarded to outside
the donut area, or pass the same sensor node within the donut
area twice. In other words, once a data message reaches the
donut area, it will pass through the area in at most N2 hops.
Once it reaches the storage circle, it will be forwarded to the
storage node directly, as illustrated in Figure 4.

(iii) d > 2r: Sincer > r′, we can denoted asd = kr′ with
k > 2 being a real number. From Lemma 1 and Figure 3, we
know that

∆d = d − d2 > d −

p

r′2 + d2 − r′d, (4)

and the equality holds whend = r′. Consequently, we have

∆d > d −
p

r′2 + d2 − r′d

= r
′
“

k −
p

k2 − k + 1
”

>
“

2 −
√

3
”

r
′
. (5)

The equality in (5) holds whenk = 2, because(k−
√

k2 − k + 1)
is a monotonically-increasing function ofk when k > 2.
Combining the maximum hop counts derived for Cases (i)
and (ii), we can obtain the upper bound of hop count in this

case as O
“

d−r

(2−
√

3)r′

”

+N2+1 6 O
“

d

(2−
√

3)r′
− 1

2−
√

3

”

+

N2 + 1 = O
`

3.732 d
r′ − 3.732

´

+ N2 + 1.

Upper bounds correspond to the worse-case scenarios. In
practice, the basic scheme yields comparable performance
with that of greedy GPSR schemes, which will be demon-
strated in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.4 Security Analysis
In this section, we analyze the effectiveness of the basic scheme

in protecting the storage location privacy in the presence of com-
promised sensor nodes. In the scheme, when a single sensor node
is compromised, the adversary can only get the IDs of its next-hop
nodes. Such information alone is useless to infer the storage loca-
tion if the adversary does not know the physical locations ofthe
next-hop nodes. In other words, the adversary can only make use
of the information stored at a pair of compromised sensor nodes if
they are neighbors along the routes towards the storage nodes.

Without introducing the randomness into selecting the nexthops
at each sensor node, the information stored at neighboring nodes
are highly correlated. Two such pairs will be enough to produce a
fairly accurate estimate of the storage location, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1 and illustrated in Figure 1(b), particularly when the sensor
nodes are densely-deployed in the sensing field.

In comparison, our scheme introduces the anonymous angleλ,
which enlarges an inference line to be a2λ sector for each pair of
compromised neighboring nodes. As shown in Figure 5, A, A’ and
B, B’ are two pairs of compromised neighbors. Even with the di-
rection information about AA’ and BB’ as well as the knowledge of
the anonymous angleλ, the adversary can only infer that the stor-
age node R must be within the polygon areaS1S2S3S4, which is
called theanonymous area. The anonymous area may not neces-
sarily be enclosed. The set of sensor nodes within the anonymous
area is called theanonymity set, and the number of sensor nodes in
the set is called theanonymity set size.

The anonymity set size varies with the node density, the anony-
mous area, the number of compromised neighboring node pairs,
and the anonymous angle of the adopted concealment scheme. It
is an important performance metric to quantify the effectiveness
of our scheme, since the adversary has to compromise all the sen-
sor nodes in the anonymity set in order to reveal the storage loca-
tion. The anonymity set size represents theabsolute cost for the
adversary to launch a successful attack and, in general, a larger
anonymity set size implies a better security performance (i.e., a
higher privacy level). Another interesting metric is theanonymity
ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the anonymity set size to the
total number of sensor nodes in the network. It reflects therelative
cost for the adversary to launch a successful attack given a specific
network size.

3.2.5 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the security performance, i.e., the achieved level of

storage location privacy, of the basic scheme using a customsim-
ulator. In the simulation setup, we randomly deploy 300, 900and
2700 sensor nodes into a (600 m× 600 m) square sensing field,
and the average communication range is set to 40 m. We randomly
pick a node as the storage node and let other sensor nodes con-
struct their next-hop routing tables towards this storage node using
our scheme. Then, we randomly compromise a set of neighboring
node pairs along the route towards the same storage node. Thedi-
rection of each node pair is treated as the angular bisector to draw a
2λ sector as shown in Figure 5. The intersection of these2λ sectors
is the anonymous area, and the total number of sensor nodes inthis
area is the anonymity set size. The anonymity ratio is computed
by dividing the anonymity set size with the total number of sensor
nodes in the field. We study the impact of the number of compro-
mised pairs on the anonymity set size and the anonymity set ratio
with various anonymous angles:λ ∈ { 2π

3
, 5π

9
, π

2
, π

3
, π

4
, π

6
}. Sim-

ulation results are plotted in Figure 6, and each point in thefigure
is averaged over 500 simulation runs. Hence, results can be viewed
as statistical means.

We have the following observation from the figure. Since the
anonymous angle corresponds to the degree of randomness intro-
duced into the data forwarding path towards the storage node, with
a larger anonymous angle, the anonymity set size is improvedand
consequently the security performance. The performance gain is
more significant when the number of compromised pairs is large.
For example, whenλ = 2π

3
, our scheme shows excellent security

performance: even when 20 pairs of neighboring nodes have been
compromised in the sensor networks of 300, 900, and 2700 sen-
sor nodes, the average anonymity set sizes are 74, 209, and 650,
respectively, with the anonymity ratio of&24%.

We also compare the average hop count between a sensor node
and a storage node with various anonymous angles, and the results
are listed in Table 1. The normalized average hop counts are also
shown in the table, which are calculated by normalizing overthe
average hop counts of the greedy GPSR routing scheme [7]. In
general, the length of the data forwarding path with our scheme is
comparable with that of the greedy GPSR routing scheme, regard-
less of the anonymous angle. In particular, whenλ = 2π

3
, the

resulting data forwarding path is only stretched by 1.53 times even
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Figure 6: The basic randomized storage concealment scheme is effective in protecting the storage location privacy.

in a dense network with a very high average node degree of 39.
This, combined with the earlier observation ofλ = 2π

3
’s excellent

security performance, suggests thatλ = 2π
3

is a good choice for
our concealment scheme.

Table 1: Comparison of AHC (Average Hop Count) and NHAC (Nor-
malized AHC) with different anonymous angleλ

λ
2π

3

5π

9

π

2

π

3

π

4

π

6

300 sensors AHC 18.6 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.5 18.4
(avg node degree: 4) NAHC 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00

900 sensors AHC 10.8 10.2 9.95 9.41 9.21 8.99
(avg node degree: 12) NAHC 1.31 1.24 1.21 1.14 1.12 1.09

2700 sensors AHC 10.6 9.94 9.66 9.02 8.79 8.57
(avg node degree: 38) NAHC 1.53 1.43 1.39 1.30 1.27 1.23

4. STORAGE MIGRATION
The storage concealment scheme significantly increases thedif-

ficulty for the adversary to derive the storage locations. However,
if a large number of sensor nodes have been compromised, the ad-
versary will still be able to infer the storage locations based on the
partial information kept at compromised sensor nodes. In addition,
if some types of data are generated with high rate and transmitted to
storage nodes frequently, using a fixed set of storage nodes makes
it easy for the adversary to figure out the storage locations via traf-
fic rate monitoring. Moreover, the storage nodes themselvescould
possibly be compromised or fail for some reasons, even though
their locations are not exposed. To address these issues, weintro-
duce a storage migration scheme that is supplemental to the stor-
age concealment scheme. The storage migration scheme forces
storage duties to migrate periodically. As illustrated in Figure 7,
with storage migration, the anonymity set inferred from previously-
compromised sensor nodes become obsolete after the migration,
hence further protecting the storage locations; frequent migration
also minimizes the potential damage caused by traffic analysis at-
tacks and storage node compromises.

The storage migration scheme consists of two phases:migration
planning andmigration execution.

4.1 Migration Planning
The migration planning phase is performed before sensor nodes

are deployed. Aided by Figure 9, we now explain how to plan the

migration of the storage duty for an arbitrary data typet (note that
the migration of storage duties for other data types can be planned
in the similar way). Suppose the original storage node for this data
type is nodeR0 in Grid 5. The next storage node is randomly
picked from the nodes that to be deployed inGrid 9, denoted as
R1. Following the similar procedure, the third storage node isde-
termined asR2 in Grid 11, and so on and so forth.

After the storage nodes have been chosen, secret information
should be preloaded such that they can authenticate themselves
and meanwhile prevent malicious nodes from impersonating stor-
age nodes. Specifically, the network controller first generates a
key chainK0, K1, · · · , Kn such thatK0 = h(K1) = h2(K2)
= · · · = hn(Kn). For data typet, the n-th storage nodeRn is
preloaded with an arbitrary numberCt,n, which is used as a cer-
tificate of its storage duty; thei-th (1 6 i 6 n − 1) storage node
is preloaded with certificateCt,i =h(Ct,i+1|Ki+1). Key K0 and
Ct,0 = h(Ct,1|K1) are preloaded to each node. Figure 10 shows
the relations among the above keys and certificates.

In our storage migration scheme, the storage nodes assignedfor
periodi (1 6 i 6 n) start taking over the storage duties during time
window [Ti, Ti+∆T ]; i.e., each of these storage nodes should start
taking over the storage duty at an arbitrary time point betweenTi

andTi + ∆T . Note that allowing different storage nodes to start
their takeover processes at different time points can scatter the traf-
fic caused by the takeover processes, which lowers the effectiveness
of traffic analysis attack launched by the adversary. We alsoassume
that∆T is long enough such that all storage takeover processes for
period i can complete by time pointTi + 2∆T . The time win-
dow for the first period of storage migration should be determined
before network deployment, while the time windows for the fol-
lowing periods of migration can be determined online. AfterT1 is
determined,δ1 = h(T1|K1) and∆T are preloaded to every sensor
node. The usage of the preloaded information will be explained
later when describing the migration execution process.

4.2 Migration Execution
Once the network is deployed, the sensor node closest to the first

storage locationH(t) of data typet becomes the first storage node
for the data type. After all the storage nodes have been established,
the network controller broadcastsK1, T1 and δ2 = h(K2|T2)
(here,Ti represents the starting time for thei-th period of migra-
tion, andδi is used for authenticatingTi). Upon receiving the mes-
sage, each sensor node can verify the authenticity ofK1 andT1 by
checking ifh(K1) = K0 andh(K1|T1) = δ1 (recall thatK0 and
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δ1 have been preloaded to every node before deployment). Then,
δ2 is stored for later use.

The pre-assigned second storage node for data typet, i.e., R1,
starts taking over the storage duty at an arbitrary time point dur-
ing [T1, T1 + ∆T ]. The takeover process is started by broadcast-
ing a takeover message to its neighbors. The message contains
only Ct,1, hence every receiver can verify the authenticity of the
message by checking ifh(Ct,1|K1) = Ct,0; also, the message
cannot be marked or changed. In addition, the receiving timeof
the message should be no later thanT1 + 2∆T . Upon receiving
the first takeover message for a certain data type, each node holds
for a predefined time periodτ and collects all the takeover mes-
sages received during this period. If its current next-hop nodes are
the senders of some of these messages, the node keeps its next-
hop nodes unchanged and drops the message. Otherwise, the node
randomly picks the senders of some of these messages as its new
next-hop nodes, and rebroadcasts the takeover message. After time
point T1 + 2∆T , the network controller will releaseK2, T2 and
δ3 = h(K3|T3). Then, the above processes will be repeated for
the following periods of storage migrations.

Figure 8 shows a simple example of the migration execution. R
is the new storage node for a certain data type and it starts broad-
casting the takeover message. Nodes A, B, and C receive the mes-
sage, and after waiting for a time period ofτ , all of them choose
R as their next-hop neighbor since R is the only node sending the
takeover message. Next, A, B, and C rebroadcast the takeovermes-
sage. Suppose that node N receives all three takeover messages
from A, B, and C within the time period ofτ . Therefore, it may
choose any one of the three nodes as its next-hop neighbor, inthis
example, node C.

The migration execution protocol guarantees that, for any sensor
node, its distance to the storage node is greater than the distance be-
tween its next-hop node and the storage node. In particular,consid-
ering the example in Figure 8 and letting dX,Y denote the distance
between nodes X and Y, we have dC,R <dN,R. By derivations
similar to (3) in Section 3.2.1,∠CNR 6 π

3
. Furthermore, due to

the randomness in selecting the next-hop node,∠CNR can be any
value between0 and π

3
. Therefore, the anonymous angle of each

sensor node remains2π
3

.
The migration execution protocol allows the network controller

to dynamically determine the starting time of migrations. Specifi-
cally, the starting time for thei-th period of migration can be de-
cided shortly before the(i − 1)-st period of migration starts.

4.3 Performance Evaluation

4.3.1 Simulation Results on Security Performance
Similar to in Section 3.2.5, we evaluate the security performance

of our storage migration scheme using the custom simulator.In the
simulation setup, we randomly deploy 900 sensor nodes into a(600
m × 600 m) square sensing field, and the average communication
range is set to 40 m.

First, we vary the number of compromised neighboring pairs and
compare the average anonymity set size for the following schemes:
the storage concealment and migration schemes with migration dis-
tance of 200 m, 100 m, and 20 m, respectively, and the storage
concealment scheme (alone without migration). The interval be-
tween two consecutive migrations is set to the average time period
during which 8 pairs of neighboring nodes may be compromised.
Simulation results are plotted in Figure 11. As shown in the figure,
after 8 pairs of neighboring nodes are compromised, the anonymity
set size drops drastically from 900 to 113. Without migration, the
security performance drops continuously, and after 40 neighbor-
ing pairs are compromised, the anonymity set size is only about 5,
which is considered extremely vulnerable to security attacks. In
comparison, with storage migration, the system becomes more re-
silient to security attacks, which is evidenced by the much larger
average anonymity set sizes when 40 pairs of neighboring nodes
are compromised: 46.9, 40.3, and 33 for migration distancesof
200 m, 100 m, and 20 m, respectively. Moreover, the effectiveness
of the storage migration scheme becomes more significant as the
migration distance get larger. This is intuitively true since, with
a larger migration distance, it is more likely that the previously-
compromised neighboring pairs won’t contribute in deriving the
new anonymous area.

Second, we fix the migration distance to 200 m in our storage
migration scheme, and compare the security performance with dif-
ferent migration intervals. Simulation results are plotted in Fig-
ure 12. In general, higher migration frequency helps in improving
the security performance.

In summary, we can see that, in order to achieve better security
performance, the ideal strategy is to migration to far-awaystorage
nodes, and migrate often. On the other hand, frequent migration to
far-away locations incurs higher migration cost, which we investi-
gate in the TOSSIM simulator.

4.3.2 Simulation Results with TOSSIM
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Figure 13: A migration plan

We use the TOSSIM simulator to study the relation between
the migration distance and the migration cost. This is because
TOSSIM simulates closely the actual TinyOS [4] network stack and
the operation of Mote sensor nodes and, hence, may produce more
meaningful results than our custom simulator. As shown in Fig-
ure 14, more sensor nodes are affected and hence more messages
are broadcasted when the migration distance increases. So,it is
interesting to strike the balance between the security performance
and the migration cost for the storage migration scheme, which is
one of the topics we plan to investigate in the future.

We also use TOSSIM to study the effect of storage migration
on the hop count of the resulting data forwarding path. Due tothe
limitation of TOSSIM, we simulate a sensor network of 900 sensor
nodes randomly deployed in a (600 m× 600 m) square sensing
field. Each sensor node is assigned a unique ID from 0 to 899.
In our simulation, we assume that there is only one data type in the
network, and randomly generate a storage migration plan with node
0 as the original storage node. The locations of node 0 and 10 stor-
age nodes for following periods are shown in Figure 13. Moreover,
we set the waiting time periodτ to be 2 seconds in the simulation.

The average hop counts of the resulting data forwarding paths
in the cases with and without storage migration are comparedin
Figure 15. Consider the storage node 3 for example. Figure 15
reads that, the average hop count for our storage migration scheme
is 9.6 while the average hop count value when node 3 serves as the
original storage node is 6.5. In other words, with our storage mi-
gration scheme, after three migrations 0→1, 1→2, and 2→3 have
been executed, the average hop count of the resulting data forward-
ing paths is stretched by about 1.5 times. In fact, as shown inthe
figure, storage migration has little effect on stretching the data for-
warding paths, which is a nice desirable side effect of our scheme.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a randomized storage concealment

and a storage migration scheme to protect the privacy of datastor-
age locations in Data-Centric Storage (DCS) systems. The storage

concealment scheme prevents sensor nodes from explicitly keeping
the storage node locations; instead, each node only maintains the
IDs of its next-hop forwarding nodes on the paths towards thestor-
age nodes. To achieve higher level of location privacy, the storage
migration scheme enforces storage duties to be migrated periodi-
cally among sensor nodes to thwart accumulative attacks. Exten-
sive analysis and simulations were conducted to verify thatthe pro-
posed scheme can effectively protect the data storage privacy with
modest added overhead.
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